Sorry Lout Finds
Free Rum!
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Arr! Tharrsdey evening, Blind
Bart went for his eavening sail, when he
discovered over 200
bottles of rum on a
desert island.
“It
shhimmerred in the light,
and at first, I thinked
it be fresh booty. To
my surprisment, I
soon realised it was
rum. I searched for
bandits, but thar be
none,” says Bart.
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Cap’n Crunch (in the middle) and his crew celebrating the discovery of unattended rum, late tharrsdey

by drinking it as fast as
they could along with thar
loyal mates. Soon,the
night progressed into
quite a partyrate party!

“When the world
Gives you rum, drunkard
it!” Says Long Nose Lou,
one of the pirates to attend the rum rampage.

Attendants
soon became drunk
with the bounteous
rum and singing rang
out.
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it be fresh booty. To
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bandits, but thar be
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Cap’n Crunch
of the Silver Plank
was notified of the
unattended rum and
by sun down, the
Whole crew was enjoying the free rum,
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“Pirate’s Life” repeated till the morn’
light showed on the
horizon. Ahoy Me
Mates!

Ahoy Can’n Jack
Q: Arg Cap’n! I’ve
been having problems with my barried
treasure. I’ve barried
it in at least tree different islands across
the seven seas, but it
h
l
b

make sure my treasure’s safty? I’d follow
any order you give this
old sally wag cap’n!
-Stinky Foot Sam
A:

Ahoy Stinky foot!

seen without a gold
bottle in their hand.
you hide your boo
while drinking a bo
tle o’ rum, no one w
find
it—includin
yourself.

